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The two models of the Web
An example: a Knowledge Card
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2015 responding institutions by type
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• Steep learning curve for staff
• Inconsistent legacy data
• Difficulties in
– selecting appropriate ontologies to model 
data
– establishing links
• Little documentation or advice on how to build 
the systems





“Resources we convert to linked data ourselves”
Getty's Art and Architecture Thesaurus
FAST (Faceted Application of Subject Terminology)
WorldCat.org
data.bnf.fr
Deutsche National Bib Linked Data Service







• Unreliable quality of published linked data 
– not always reusable
– lack of authority control or URIs
– stale or obsolete datasets
• Difficulty understanding its structure and meaning
• Matching, disambiguating, and aligning locally produced 
data with third-party resources
• Mapping vocabulary
• Size of RDF datasets—too large or small




• Expose our data to larger Web audience
• Demonstrate what can be done
• Heard about it and wanted to try it
• Improve SEO
• Create a richer user experience
• Enhance our own data
• Improve internal metadata management
• Achieve greater accuracy and scope in search results




Reasons for publishing and 
consuming linked data
OCLC RESEARCH’S  CONTRIBUTIONS
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Millions of records
As of 27 April 2012
In aggregations:
• data lose their local context
• data get lost in the bigger context



















2014: 197 million bibliographic work descriptions available as Linked Data
VIAF
Virtual International Authority File
• Merge of 24+ national level authority files
• Cooperative program run by OCLC 
• Initiated by LoC, DNB, BnF and OCLC
• 29 million authority records
• 112 million bibliographic records
• Migrated from an OCLC Research project to an 
OCLC service in 2012
• VIAF is available as linked data










WHAT WE’VE LEARNED 
Linked data in the library community:









Replicate existing library 
functions more cheaply and 
efficiently
Improve data integration




Develop better models of 
resources not well served by 
current standards 
Improve internal data 
management




The result of cumulative and joint effort
But it is...
SM
Together we make breakthroughs possible.
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